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EIT Urban Mobility – Application form 
Cross-KIC New European Bauhaus Call for Regions, cities, 
or affiliated entities: 

Capitalising on existing public realm solutions 

EIT Urban Mobility - Mobility for more liveable urban spaces 

EIT Urban Mobility 

Barcelona | May 2021 

eiturbanmobility.eu 
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LEAD ORGANISTION SHOULD PROVIDE:

Lead Organisation information 

Provide the following information about your local government organisation. 

Official name of 
Organisation/Agency 

Official name in English 

Website 

Contact address 

Street address 

City 

State/Province/Region 

Postal/ZIP code 

Country 

Type of organisation 

☐ Cities ☐ Regions ☐ Entities with legal link to regions or cities ☐ Other ______________________________

Population 

Territory size 
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Project Lead 

Provide the name of the head of your city department leading the application and the respective contact details. 

First name 

Surname 

Title (e.g. Director, Head) 

Department 

E-mail

Project Coordinator 

Designate a contact person from the region, city or entity with a legal link to the cities to the project. The availability 

would be ca. 8h per week during the project duration to act as a “virtual client” and as coordinator of the activities. 

First name 

Surname 

Position 

E-mail

Phone
(Country code + Telephone number)

Phone
(Country code + Telephone number)
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Background information 

Please define the project area, including specific issues or challenges related to the area (please limit your response to 
500 to 600 words).

For CLEAR or RAPID: Please provide description of a planned or running project of physical public realm improvement, 
where one of the EIT UM solutions will be deployed, including timeline, funding and key partners.

For FURNISH: Please provide a description of the two identified locations, connected to school entrances or exits, where 

tactical interventions will take place, outlining issues to be addressed as well as possible link to the city strategies. 
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Objectives & Impacts 

Please describe how the city planned project or strategy will benefit from the EIT Urban Mobility solution? What are the 

expected impacts in terms of quality of experience (including aesthetics), sustainability (including circularity), and 

inclusiveness (including accessibility and affordability)?  Please, outline the metrics for evaluation of a successful 

intervention. 
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Citizen engagement strategy 

Please describe existing and/or new citizen engagement activities, related to the city’s planned public realm 

improvements. Please specify stakeholder groups and any mechanisms to identify and engage with them for the proposed 

activity. 
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Visibility 

Please indicate what resources will be available for local animation and dissemination of the project activities. 
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PARTNER REPRESENTING EIT UM SOLUTION SHOULD PROVIDE:

Partner representing EIT UM Solution information 

EIT UM Solution ☐ CLEAR ☐ FURNISH ☐ RAPID

(Please select only one solution) 

First name 

Surname 

Position 

E-mail

Budget 

Please provide an indicative budget table including eligible cost categories specified in the call text. Total costs mustn’t be 

higher than 30.000€ 

Phone
(Country code + Telephone number)
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Date: 

Signature Project Lead:  Signature Partner representing EIT UM Solution: 

Please send your filled in application along with Letter of Intent in one single PDF file to the EIT Urban 

Mobility, to: NEBcall4cities2021@eiturbanmobility.eu 
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